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要旨（英文 800 語程度） 
Thesis Summary （approx.800 English Words ） 

This thesis is aimed to investigate methods for normalizing abstractions in middleware-based software 

to compose highly-integrated robotic systems, therefore increase the usability of such software and 

development tools. 

 

Chapter 1 gives the background about this research. The concept of normalization of abstractions in 

middleware-based software can be defined as “to diminish as much as possible the amount of software 

abstractions in a robotic system by defining every entity as an element that can be mapped to one or various 

other related resources”. Service robots are complex systems in terms both of hardware and software, 

and their required capabilities are usually developed independently in the respective research fields. 

Due to this, the use of robotics middleware platforms has become a widely-accepted practice in the 

development of software for service robots. However, when a highly-integrated system is required, a 

platform-driven approach will produce discrepancy of abstractions among platforms, hindering the 

composition and usage of the highly-integrated system. Through a survey of different ways of normalizing 

abstractions, we identified that the normalization must be done at runtime, where we proposed a novel 

method for normalizing abstractions of middleware-based software through a framework that sets the paradigm 

of “Roles”. With the implementation of this framework, we expect to increase the usability in the 

administration of the software and development tools from the highly-integrated system. 

 

In Chapter 2, the proposed Framework for Integration of Elements and Resources by Roles is presented. 

The definition of a “Role” is introduced, which is a way of grouping a set of elements that compose 

an activity. Roles are described by the declaration of Objects and Actions, where Objects group elements 

pertinent to data (e.g. files, data streams, etcetera) in the system, and Actions group elements pertinent 

to software elements (e.g. runnable programs, scripts, etcetera) in the system. Each element can become 

a resource when they can be resolved, accessed and retrieved. Elements can be mapped to one or various 

other synonym elements in the system that represents resources, in this way, creating normalized 

abstractions. Roles can be chained together when they share Objects in common, and can be reasoned through 

the Administration by Roles method, which declares a set of premises to be used with propositional calculus. 

In their implemented version, Roles can be serialized using the RDF and reasoned through a SPARQL engine.

 

Chapter 3 describes the implementation of the Framework for Integration of Elements and Resources by Roles 

in the Intelligent Cross-Platform Interface (ICPI). This interface provides two of the requirements for 

interoperability in the system: Piping resources across platforms and Executing basic administration 

tasks. The ICPI is composed of the ICPI-Server and the ICPI-Clients. An ICPI-Client can represent a Role 

in the system, taking care of the elements grouped in that Role. The ICPI-Server implements the 

Administration by Roles method into a module that has a SPARQL engine. The server can also read Roles 

from RDF/XML formatted files. Communication with the ICPI-Server and ICPI-Clients can be made through 

WebSockets and ICPI-QueryMessages to issue different tasks in the system. Also, a graphical user interface 

(GUI) that uses WebSockets can be hosted in the ICPI-Server (internal HTTP Server). Such GUI provides 

visual tools for administering the system. 

 

Chapter 4 describes in detail an implementation of a GUI for the ICPI-Server; it is the Hyper-High Level 

Interface for Service Robots (HyperBot). This interface provides a third requirement of interoperability: 

Operation of the integral system. It comes with three main screens: The System Developer Screen, which 

is used to compose, visualize and operate each element composing the highly-integrated system; the Designer 

Screen, which is used to create monitoring/control panels for the system by inserting a set of widgets 



(e.g. buttons, sliders, images, etcetera); and the User Screen, which can execute the designed panel and 

allows the user to input scripts to perform complementary administration tasks. Proofs of concepts were 

performed to compose and use a system by using HyperBot in several case studies, where its functionality 

could be confirmed. Also, the framework’s concept was validated and verified through a usability test 

that was carried out with 12 subjects, which tested the concept of normalization of abstractions through 

FIERRo and the three requirements for interoperability through the ICPI and HyperBot. In overall, the 

results showed that our approach has a superior usability when compared against the benchmark approach.

 

Chapter 5 introduces HyperBot RAPIDE, an integrated development environment (IDE) implemented in the 

HyperBot interface. Rapid prototypes of robotics applications can be created with this IDE through a 

proposed method for the systematization of requests to resources in platform-agnostic system models. It 

features three screens to let the users work with the system and create visualization panels to operate 

and monitor their robotic systems. Features of the screens include panel design, scripting and 3D views. 

The systematization method and its implementation of the IDE were verified through a proof-of-concept 

and a usability test. 

 

Chapter 6 summarized the contribution of this thesis work, gives final comments and discusses about the 

possible future work. The highlight in this chapter is in the possible applications of this concept that 

can improve the current technologies aimed to develop software for service robots, especially when fast 

prototyping is required in a project. As well, a discussion on the current situation and trend on standards 

for development systems aimed to service robots is presented. 

備考 : 論文要旨は、和文 2000 字と英文 300 語を 1 部ずつ提出するか、もしくは英文 800 語を 1部提出してください。 

Note : Thesis Summary should be submitted in either a copy of  2000 Japanese Characters and 300 Words (Engｌish) or 1copy of 800 

Words (English). 

 

注意：論文要旨は、東工大リサーチリポジトリ（T2R2）にてインターネット公表されますので、公表可能な範囲の内容で作成してください。 

Attention: Thesis Summary will be published on Tokyo Tech Research Repository  Website (T2R2).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


